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Abstract
Conventional visualization media such as MRI prints and computer screens are
inherently two dimensional, making them incapable of displaying true 3D volume 
data sets. By applying only transparency or intensity projection, and ignoring light-
matter interaction, results will likely fail to give optimal results. Little research has 
been done on using reflectance functions to visually separate the various segments of 
a MRI volume. We will explore if applying specific reflectance functions to 
individual anatomical structures can help in building an intuitive 2D image from a 3D 
dataset. We will test our hypothesis by visualizing a statistical analysis of the genetic
influences on variations in human brain morphology because it inherently contains 
complex and many different types of data making it a good candidate for our
approach.
Keywords: MRI, Volume rendering, medical visualization, BRDF, specular
reflection overlap 
Introduction
Conventional visualization media such as Magnetic Resonance Imaging (MRI) prints 
and computer screens are inherently two dimensional, making them incapable of 
displaying true 3D volume data sets. Attempts to overcome this by imposing
transparency or intensity projection [1] are likely to be insufficient because no light-
matter interaction is integrated. Previous research has shown that a more intuitive
visualization can be attained by using color [32], emittance [33], shading parameters
and texturing [34], index of refraction [35], by separating spectral information for 
objects [2,3] or by combining volume rendering algorithms with surface rendering
algorithms [4,5,6]. Another interesting approach is to use Non Photo-realistic
Rendering (NPR) [48, 49, 50]. Little research however has been done on using
reflectance functions [40] (also see [7-12]) to visually separate the various segments
of a MRI volume. Surface graphics has received a lot of attention in both the
academic and commercial world in the last decade while volume graphics is still a
relative newcomer in the computer graphics field. The inherent problem of volume 
graphics is that visualization of inner structures of objects requires an alternative
rendering approach as opposed to surface visualization. While the surface based 
rendering implementations have focused on powerful global illumination schemes
(ray tracing, radiosity, photon mapping [57], etc, see [15] for an overview) and 
advanced local illumination algorithms (Ward [41], Neumann et al [12], Ashikhmin 
[11], see also [20-22]) the volume graphics community has mainly focused on 
increasing speed of visualization [17,18], transfer functions [51,52], interpolation 
schemes [13,14] and gradient and normal estimation schemes [23-31].
The idea behind separating reflection models and mixing them for different objects
stems from two principles; Humans are able to quickly distinguish, and therefore
localize, objects through recognizing their reflectance properties (psychophysically
based reflection) [36-38], the assumption being that if we link each object to a
different reflection model inter-object relationships should become clearer. The 
second principle is a simple mathematical one: given two overlapping surfaces with 
the same orientation and tangent, varying reflection models will not overlap to the
same degree in the specular reflection lobe as two reflection models of one kind, thus 
avoiding the surfaces to ‘blur’ into one. 
Psychophysically based reflection modeling and analysis is still a relatively young
research area and little study has been done in this field. Psychophysically based 
reflection modeling is a perceptually based science and recognizes that the human
visual system is able to differentiate, among other, a number of variations in surface 
reflections. Hunter [36] observed that there are at least six different visual phenomena
related to specular reflection. In Hunter’s terminology, the separation of elements is 
based on two perceptually driven factors: 
1. Specular gloss (the perceived brightness associated with the specular
reflection from a surface) 
2. Contrast gloss (the perceived relative brightness of specularly and diffusely
reflecting areas). 
Fleming et al [37] noted that under normal viewing conditions, humans find it easy to 
distinguish between objects made out of different materials such as plastic, metal, or
paper. Non-textured materials such as these have different surface reflectance
properties, including lightness and gloss. The regularity of real-world illumination
leads to informative relationships between the reflectance of a surface and certain
statistics of an image of that surface. Dror [38] studied these relationships empirically
and analytically using a parameterized Ward [41] reflectance model. Building on the
foundation of these studies, we will investigate if differentiating reflection models, 
i.e. applying a different reflection model to each object, will indeed help an observer 
to more quickly identify a specific object within a structure of multiple objects in the
context of MRI data. We postulate that if, in a collection of overlapping objects, 
different reflection models are applied to each object, humans will find it easier to 
visually separate one object from the other. We will examine to what extent reflection
models should differ and will introduce a measure that can help in selecting
combinations of models, as well as examine if using one single reflection model for
all objects is indeed significantly worse in terms of object visibility. Fundamentally,
we ask ourselves: can differentiating reflectance functions per anatomical object help 
a neurological expert to more quickly localize regions and visually separate 
anatomical features, in volumetric data?
This paper is organized as follows; first, we will explore the mathematical
background of reflection and reflection models. After selecting a number of reflection 
models, an experiment is conducted using synthetic data in order to reduce the
number of candidates. The candidates are then applied to a real world situation by
visualizing a statistical analysis of the genetic influences on variations in human brain
morphology for a further qualitative experiment.
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Reflectance theory
Color and specular reflection are two fundamental elements for recognizing materials. 
Color is related to a surface’s spectral reflectance properties while specular reflection
is a function of a surface’s directional reflectance properties. The perception of 
surface properties can be categorized into geometric cues (shape) and photometric 
cues (optics). Since the geometry is based on medical data, and therefore static, we
will only investigate photometric variations. Photometric cues can be divided into 
spatially varying spectral reflectance (texture) or spatially uniform reflectance; the
uniform reflectance can further be subdivided into absorption, transmission 
(refraction and scattering) and reflection. Reflection is the sum of diffuse, specular 
and glossy reflection elements. Diffuse reflection is non-directional (or rather all-
directional), specular reflection is strongly directional and glossy reflection exhibits
moderate directional scattering; more light is reflected in a restricted part of the
hemisphere, usually around the perfectly specular scattering direction. Since diffuse 
reflection is non-directional and only perceived as brightness [37] it cannot help in 
identifying structures. Only the specular and glossy parts are important for identifying
surface characteristics, since only specular reflections are directional we will solely
focus on the latter.
Reflections are mathematically defined with a Bi-directional Reflectance Distribution
Function (BRDF) [19]. Evaluating the BRDF will yield the ratio of reflected light on 
a local surface given the incident and scatter directions, it is therefore a local
illumination model. Determining the scatter direction, given the incident direction, a 
Probability Distribution Function (PDF) is employed that expresses the probability of
flow direction of light in a scene. The PDF is part of a larger framework referred to as 
global illumination, or the more general light transport system. To properly model 
light interaction in a scene, all possible light paths need to be sampled yielding either
Monte Carlo integration, (bi-directional) path tracing, photon mapping or other 
sampling strategies (see [40] for an excellent introduction to sampling strategies).
Since we are only interested in measuring specular light paths, we employ the ray-
tracing [47] algorithm as our light transport system; it can fully sample specular
reflection light paths and is the most computationally cost effective solution for
specular sampling.
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The BRDF of a surface defines its reflectance by specifying what proportion of the 
light incident from each possible illumination direction is reflected in each possible 
observation or view direction [40]. The BRDF (see Figure 1) is a function of two 
directions expressed in spherical coordinates, wavelength and the bi-normal and
tangent position denoted by u and v parameterized in surface space. Traditionally it is 
denoted by:
Most BRDF implementations use an approximation introduced by Schlick [53] that 
has less than one percent error compared to equation (1.6), it is formulated as:
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o
F is the value of the real (of the complex) Fresnel coefficient at normal
incidence.
In this paper, we will use a more compact formulation as our basic notation:
BRDF and radiometry
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The BRDF for a surface point x is defined as the ratio of outgoing radiance
o
L  and 
differential irradiance
i
L for an incident direction, adjusted by the cosine of the
incident polar angle
i
T and the solid angle dZ of the incident. 
Where O is used to indicate that the BRDF depends on wavelength, the parameter
 represents the incoming light (incident) direction in Cartesian coordinates,
i
4
s
4
represents the scatter (outgoing) direction in Cartesian coordinates and x represents
the surface position parameterized in local surface space.
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(1.8)We use the arrow ( ) notation to indicate light or energy flow direction (in this 
case from incident to scatter).
o
The BRDF has units of inverse steradian ( 1sr  ). It can vary from zero (no light
reflected) to infinity (unit radiance in an exit direction).
The radiance leaving a surface due to irradiance in a particular direction is obtained
from the definition of the BRDF:
 ( ) , ( ) coso s s i s i i iL x f x L x dT Zo4  4 o4 m4 (1.9)
We are however interested in the radiance leaving a surface irrelevant of direction of 
irradiance, this is obtained by integrating over contributions from all incoming
directions:
Figure 1, BRDF definition
 ( ) , ( ) coso s s i s i i iL x f x L x dT Z:o4  4 o4 m4³ (1.10)For a BRDF to be classified as physically plausible [39], two constraints should be
met. First, the BRDF must obey energy conservation; for any illumination, total 
reflected energy must be less than or equal to total incident energy. Second, the 
BRDF must satisfy the Helmholtz reciprocity theorem [66], which guarantees
symmetry between incident and scatter directions. Reciprocity requires that:
A light source is specified by its geometry and an emission distribution function 
(EDF). The EDF defines the self-emitted radiance, , emitted from a point 
x on a light source into direction
(
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The emittance or self-emitted radiosity is defined as the self-emitted radiance
integrated over the hemisphere: Reciprocity is important because it allows for the backward tracing of light as 
happens in ray-tracing algorithms. Suppose that the surface is illuminated by a beam
from direction , energy conservation means that the albedo, that is the fraction of
the total reflected power cannot be greater than one: 
i
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The self-emitted flux for a light source ‘light’ with surface area is given by:A
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Where is the incoming hemisphere and: dZ  the (differential) solid angle, the
solid angle is defined as:
Combining all equations yields the rendering equation [8] which expresses the
radiance leaving a surface in a point x towards the direction
s
4 :
2
dA
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r
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Given that r is the radius of the unit sphere and dA the area on that sphere. 
The unknown irradiance (
i
L x )
i
m4 in equation (1.13) originates from outgoing
radiance on other surfaces, revealing the recursive nature of the integral equation. In
vacuum, i.e. without participating media, radiance leaving a surface will travel 
unaffected until it reaches another surface. The relation between the irradiance 
i
L  in 
x and the outgoing radiance 
o
L is given by the raycast operation: 
Anisotropy refers to BRDF models that describe reflectance properties that exhibit
change with respect to rotation of the surface about the surface normal vector as
opposed to isotropy where there is no change in reflectance with respect to normal
vector rotation.
Traditionally a BRDF includes a diffuse and a specular component, for our purposes 
we will only focus on the specular component of each BRDF.  Please note we have
omitted all non-specular component computations in all BRDF models mentioned in
this paper. Also, note that we will drop the wavelength from now on in our equations
for simplicity and neglect polarization. Our BRDF notation therefore becomes 
 for the remainder of this paper. ( , )
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The raycast operation finds the nearest intersection y for a ray shot from x in the
direction
i
4 :
BRDF and Fresnel behavior 
raycast( )
i
y x o 4 (1.15)
Although not included in the definition of “physically plausible” Fresnel behavior
[40] is important if striving for accurate light-matter interaction. The Fresnel equation 
predicts a color shift of the specular component at grazing angles. The Fresnel effect 
is wavelength dependent; it explains the variation in colors seen in specular regions -
particularly on metals. It also explains why most surfaces approximate mirror
reflectors when the light strikes them at a grazing angle. Although Fresnel behavior is 
not part of the BRDF definition, it should be included in the BRDF implementation if
striving for more physically plausible interaction. Fresnel reflection is formulated as: 
The rendering equation (1.13) is expressed in terms of incoming and outgoing
directions with respect to a surface point x, rewriting it using surface points only we 
obtain (see Figure 2):
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To get an impression of the specular reflection distinctiveness of each individual
BRDF we rendered a MRI dataset of a west-European 30-year-old Caucasian male. 
The dataset was obtained from a T1-weighted scan (3D fast field echo scans with
160-180 1.2 mm contiguous coronal slices) of the whole head, made on a Philips NT 
1.5 Tesla Gyroscan scanner. The MRI dataset was rendered against a random colored 
background to avoid the Gelb [67] effect, i.e. the inclination for an isolated surface to 
appear lighter in color than it really is (more formally researched by Wallach [68]).
Blur was added to the background to separate the dataset from the background in
depth. All parameters of the non-physically plausible BRDF models were modified to 
reflect the physically plausible BRDF models as much to ensure fair comparison. See
appendix B for parameter settings. A Lambertian diffuse constant of 0.2 was added
for improved geometric contour. 
Where the geometry term, G x , is defined in local frame space as:( yl )
2
cos( ) cos( )
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Where  is the visibility between point x and y (0 if invisible, 1 if visible). 
Note that the integration over the projected solid angle is replaced by an integration
over the surfaces in the scene. 
(V x yl )
[1] Phong [2] Strauss [3] Schlick-Lewis
[4] Ward [5] Cook-Torrance [6] Poulin-Fournier
[7] He-Torrance [8] Lafortune [9] Ashikhmin
Figure 2, rendering equation using surface points
BRDF model selection 
For our purposes, we are looking for BRDF models that will capture most of the 
following characteristics:
o Physically plausible: as defined by Lewis, this refers to the model obeying
energy conservation and reciprocity. Physically plausible models will behave
in ways that are more accurate and will likely help the viewer recognize the 
material through enhanced realism. 
o Fresnel behavior: specularity should increase as the incident angle goes
down. Fresnel behavior is important for accurate and realistic light-matter
interaction.
Figure 3, BRDF impression overview
o Anisotropic: anisotropy refers to BRDF models that describe reflectance
properties that exhibit change with respect to rotation of the surface about the 
surface normal vector -anisotropic behavior will most probably yield small 
specular lobe overlapping.
BRDF flux overlap 
To quantify specular overlap an empirical measurement is required to measure flux
overlap between two BRDF models in the specular lobe region. The premise being
that if overlap is complete, the underlying reflection lobe is invisible; hence, we 
require a value that indicates how well two BRDF models would perform if combined 
in one rendering given that lobes should have minimum overlap. 
o Popular: BRDF models that are widely accepted and seen in many
implementations.
We selected the following nine BRDF models:
Flux overlap definition (1) Phong [55], although not anisotropic or physically plausible, it is without doubt 
the most popular BRDF. (2) Strauss [56], neither anisotropic nor physically plausible, 
it is an empirically derived substitute for Phong1. (3) Schlick-Lewis [53], the Schlick 
BRDF is an attempt to define a BRDF that is qualitatively similar to the Phong BRDF
but is faster, adding Lewis’ modification allows it to conserve energy. (4) Ward [41],
Ward designed a model that is quick to evaluate, physically plausible and supports 
isotropic and anisotropic reflections through an elliptical gaussian model.2 (5) Cook-
Torrance [44], the Cook-Torrance-Sparrow BRDF although only isotropic is a 
complex yet elegant BRDF that is physically plausible (physically based). The model
uses a Beckmann micro-facet (geometric attenuation) distribution function, Blinn's
[16] geometric shadowing term and Fresnel reflections. (6) Poulin-Fournier [46],
Poulin and Fournier also make use of a geometric attenuation factor as used in the
Cook-Torrance model. The model was developed as a means to achieve a specific
appearance and in that sense it has a few deficiencies - It is however not physically
plausible and neither does it allow for anisotropic reflections.3 (7) He-Torrance [45],
the He-Torrance BRDF offers a comprehensive physical model that addresses 
deficiencies found in earlier models such as polarization and directional Fresnel
effects. It also includes a more detailed formulation of a statistically-described surface 
geometry: roughness computation that is dependent upon the incident and reflected 
angles, and a geometric attenuation factor with better continuity than the one used by
Cook and Torrance. Yet, it does not allow anisotropic behavior. (8) Lafortune [42],
the Lafortune generalized cosine lobe analytical BRDF model, although not 
physically plausible is quite convincing and includes anisotropic behavior4. (9)
Ashikhmin [11], Ashikhmin designed a simple Phong like model with intuitive
parameters that is quick to evaluate, physically plausible and supports isotropic and 
anisotropic reflections. Fresnel behavior is modeled through Schlick’s approximation.
The rendering equation (1.16) provides an expression for the radiance leaving a single
point on a surface. A measurement is defined as the response of a certain sensor that 
combines a set of radiance values. We are interested in measuring specular radiant
flux through a pixel in an image. Note that we define pixel loosely, strictly speaking
we are measuring flux in terms of power. We define our measurement by a response 
function  that defines the sensitivity of a radiance sensor placed in the 
image lattice for an area A. The total response of the sensor gives the measurement: 
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Note that the total response is defined as an outgoing quantity, and that it is combined 
with the incoming radiance function. 
The response function itself is formulated as: 
pixel
( ) if y  A
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e
x camera
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(1.19)
Where camera is the viewpoint, G the Dirac impulse function and 
pixel
A  the image
lattice.
The response function corresponds to a pinhole camera, which assumes that the
aperture of the camera is a single point. The response function is given in terms of 
two points in the scene, x and y; it differs from zero only when x is equal to the
camera, and y is located on the image plane. The response function measures the 
radiant flux through a pixel5.
An overview of scores based on our criteria for each BRDF model sorted on score is
given in Table 1.
# BRDF Properties Score
6 Poulin-Fournier None 0
1 Phong Popular 1
8 Lafortune Physically plausible 1
2 Strauss Popular 1
3 Schlick-Lewis Popular, Physically plausible 2
5 Cook Torrance Physically plausible, Fresnel behavior 2
7 He-Torrance Physically plausible, Fresnel behavior 2
9 Ashikhmin Physically plausible, Fresnel behavior, anisotropic 3
4 Ward Physically plausible, Fresnel behavior, anisotropic, Popular 4
Rewriting the measurement equation (1.18) using surface points by transforming the 
solid angle into an area and including the geometry term (equation (1.17)) we obtain: 
( ) ( ) ( )
x y
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e e oA xA
W x y L x y G x y dA dA)  o m l³ x y (1.20)
Table 1, BRDF scores
1
 The Strauss model simulates Fresnel behavior
2
 The original equation is implemented, no he approximation suggested in Ward's paper.t t
l
4
 Only a one-lobe model was implemented
3
 The specular term is integrated numerical y using Simpson's rule instead expanding in terms of Chebyshev polynomials.
5
 The human eye responds to radiance rather than to flux, pixel flux is usually converted through a linear operator to a 
normalized radiance value.
Each lattice was highly super sampled to avoid possible aliasing errors and a
threshold (t) of 0.0001 (equation (1.23)) was used to remove any possible noisy flux
values. Tests were performed with three EDF sources (lights) and various geometric
primitives to assure all possible tangent orientations of surfaces were included. All 
geometric primitives were defined as implicit functions allowing for a high degree of
surface differentiation. Samples were taken at three color-bands representing spectral
samples at 700.0 nm, 546.1 nm and 435.8 nm Tests were performed on a 666Mhz
Pentium-3 computer running Linux, taking approximately 20 hours. 
A flux overlap is defined by a commutative function, 
FO
f  which weighs flux
intensity pixels percentage wise in all areas that do not overlap per reflection lobe and 
adds a summation of the Euclidian distance between flux intensities in the areas that
do overlap. Measuring the final flux overlap between two BRDF models is done 
using a standard mean square error metric (MSE) for the complete rectangular lattice
with a commutative total flux overlap function,
TFO
f . A non-overlapping area is
defined as a region in which flux values are higher than a certain threshold,
essentially creating a binary mask of the reflection lobe. To the same extent, an
overlapping area is where both flux values are higher than the latter threshold. The
total flux overlap function is formulated as: 
overlap1 = 0, overlap2 = 0, area_A = 0, area_B = 0 
for each x in N 
  for each y in M 
     flux1 = lattice_A[x][y] 
     flux2 = lattice_B[x][y] 
     distance = sqrt(flux1 * flux1 – flux2 * flux2); 
     if flux1 > threshold 
       area_A += 1 
     if flux2 > threshold 
       area_B += 1 
     if flux1 > threshold 
       if flux2 > threshold 
           if flux1 > flux2 
             overlap1 += distance 
           else
           if flux2 > flux1 
             overlap2 += distance 
       else 
          overlap1 += flux1 
     else 
       if flux2 > threshold 
         overlap2 += flux2
  end for 
end for 
overlap1 = overlap1 / area_A
overlap2 = overlap1 / area_A 
if overlap1 > overlap2 
  error = overlap2 
else
  error = overlap1 
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Where A is the primary flux lattice, B the secondary lattice, a the first measured flux
value and b the second and m and n are the dimensions of the lattice. Note that a A
and b . The flux overlap function is formulated as:B
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Where the total active flux area is defined by the mentioned threshold t, and 
computed as:
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Individual flux intensities are computed by:
0                  otherwise
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Figure 5, flux overlap function pseudo code
0                  otherwise
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(1.25) for brdf1 = each in brdf_list1 
 for brdf2 = each in brdf_list2 
  if brdf1 != brdf2 
   for each implicit 
    for each x coordinate on 2D lattice 
     for each y coordinate on 2D lattice 
      for each lambda on wavelength 
       flux1 = render(x, y, lambda, brdf1, implicit) 
       flux2 = render(x, y, lambda, brdf2, implicit) 
       error = FO(flux1, flux2) 
       error_sum += error
      end for 
     end for 
    end for 
   end for
  end if 
 end for 
end for
Where  and )  are measured using equation (1.20) for lattice A and B
respectively, and the Euclidian distance between two flux intensities is measured by
a
e
) b
e
2]b
e
)  [ a
e
) )a b
e e
)  . See Figure 5 for pseudo code of equations (1.22) through
(1.25).
Note that we cannot simply use Euclidian distance measurement between two lobes in 
all regions; if the height, expressed in flux, never reaches the secondary lobe it will be 
invisible, hence we cannot sum the distance for that particular lobe (see Figure 4A). If
the secondary lobe extends the primary lobe, the flux overlap equation will return the
height difference between primary and secondary (see Figure 4B). Regions that do
not overlap receive the flux amount for each position on the lattice, e.g., if two lobes 
do not overlap to a certain extent, both will receive higher scores (see Figure 4C). The 
lowest of the two scores is returned since the area that does not overlap will
determine the actual visible delta between lobes. 
Figure 6, flux overlap test pseudo code 
Analyzing the results, (see Figure 7) we see that Ward in combination with 
Ashikhmin is paramount, further candidates include Ashikhmin in combination with 
Strauss and Ashikhmin in combination with He-Torrance. Combining Phong with the
Lafortune BRDF (see Figure 8) is 28040.33 times worse than Ward in combination 
with Ashikhmin and (see Figure 9). Seven combinations completely overlap and
receive a result of zero. Note that we did not compare two of the same BRDF models
since results would always be zero (perfect overlap). Also, note that there is not a
one-on-one relation between complex physically plausible, anisotropic BRDF models
and simple isotropic models, Strauss (ranked 5th) for example in combination with
Ashikhmin receives a relative good result.
A B C
Figure 4, variations in lobe overlap
The results clearly indicate that there is a significant relationship between BRDF
characteristics and total flux overlap:
o Highest error in flux overlap implies two different anisotropic physically
plausible BRDF models with Fresnel behavior. 
Flux overlap test 
o High to medium error in flux overlap implies two different BRDF models 
where at least one BRDF model is physically plausible, anisotropic and 
includes Fresnel behavior. 
Given our selection of BRDF models and given the total flux overlap equation we can
measure how well two BRDF models fit together. A good fit is obtained if the
specular overlap is as little as possible, i.e. given a 2D isotropic lattice in Cartesian
space, our goal is to find a flux overlap value that is as small as possible, indicating
the least possible flux overflow between two different BRDF models in turn 
indicating the best combination of BRDF models.
o Low error in flux overlap implies two different isotropic BRDF models each 
without physically plausible characteristics and without Fresnel behavior. 
Please refer to appendix A for a complete analysis results overview.
We conducted an analysis (see Figure 6 for pseudo code) on all possible permutations
of specular lobes in the BRDF models we selected in the previous chapter. Each 
BRDF was evaluated in combination with another BRDF and the error was measured 
in terms of difference in total flux overlap error (equation (1.21)). Note that low error
values correspond to more overlap; hence, we are looking for high error values. 
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Figure 7, BRDF flux overlap test results
Phong Lafortune Combined
Combined three 3D specular lobes, green is Lafortune, red is Phong
Figure 8, Worst case: Phong in combination with Lafortune
Ward Ashikhmin Combined
Combined three 3D specular lobes, green is Ashikhmin, red is Ward
Figure 9, Best case: Ward in combination with Ashikhmin
Genetics study experiment
Magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) is an imaging technique used primarily in
medical settings to produce high quality images of the inside of the human body.
Magnetic resonance imaging is based on the absorption and emission of energy in the
radio frequency range of the electromagnetic spectrum. MRI is based on the 
principles of nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR), a spectroscopic technique to obtain 
microscopic, chemical and physical information about molecules. MRI started out as 
a tomographic imaging technique; it produced an image of the NMR signal in a thin
slice through the human body. MRI has advanced beyond a tomographic imaging
technique to a volume imaging technique. The volume is composed of several volume 
elements or voxels. The volume of a voxel represents approximately between one and
three mm3 of tissue. The magnetic resonance image is composed of several picture
elements called pixels. The intensity of a pixel is proportional to the NMR signal
intensity of the contents of the corresponding volume element or voxel of the object 
being imaged.
At the Structural Neuroimaging Section of the University Medical Center Utrecht
(UMCU), studies are performed into the genetic influences on variation in human 
brain morphology in health and disease. In a recent study, Hulshoff Pol et al [54]
investigated the relationship between genetic factors and human brain morphology in 
the context of schizophrenia. The focus of the research is to determine if local 
changes in brain volume are related to genetic factors. Since the significant portions
of the morphology of the genetic differences are small in a geometric sense and
overlap, we chose to use the results of this study to experiment with a variation in 
reflection type for the different objects.
Genetics study research 
To assess the influence of genetic, common environmental and unique environmental 
factors on focal (sub) cortical gray matter and focal white matter volume, MRI
images of 112 pairs of twins and 34 of their siblings were acquired. See [63] for a 
related and recent study in this field and [64] for the behavioral aspects.
Data acquisition 
Magnetic resonance images were acquired on a Philips NT scanner operating at 1.5 T 
in all subjects. T1-weighted 3D fast field echo (3D-FFE) scans with 160-180 1.2 mm 
contiguous coronal slices, and T2-weighted dual echo turbo spin echo (DE-TSE) 
scans with 120 1.6 mm contiguous coronal slices, of the whole head were used for 
quantitative measurements. In addition, T2-weighted DE-TSE scans with 17 axial 5
mm slices and 1.2 mm gap were used for clinical neuro-diagnostic evaluation.
Data analysis 
All images were coded to ensure blindness for subject identification and diagnosis.
Scans were reoriented and aligned with the Talairach frame, and corrected for 
inhomogeneities in the magnetic field [59]. Binary masks of gray and white matter
were made based on histogram analyses and series of mathematical morphological
operators to connect all voxels of interest within the cranium [60]. Gray and white
matter density maps were made and analyzed using voxel based morphometry. The
gray and white matter density maps represent the local concentration of gray and 
white matter (between 0 and 1) per voxel throughout each of the 258 MRI brain
scans, after transformation onto a standardized brain model to globally align
anatomical regions while minimally affecting local volume changes. Refer to [65] for 
more information concerning the analysis stage.
The cortex dataset 
The standardized brain to which these images were transformed was selected earlier
among 200 brain images of healthy subjects between 16-70 years of age. To select the 
standardized brain, all 200 brain images were registered to the Montreal standard 
brain [62] and averaged yielding one average brain image. The mean square error
(MSE) on the normalized intensity values was computed between each of the brain
images and the average brain image. The standardized brain was the brain image with
the smallest MSE. Linear and non-linear transformations were then applied to the
gray matter density maps to remove global differences in the size and shape of
individual brains. Only the cortex of the standardized brain was used in our
Resultsrenderings. Since the standardized brain dataset contained highly varying tangent and 
normal orientations, it was resampled using a cubic B-spline approximation to four 
times its original size.
Based on and our selection criteria and total flux overlap results we selected the three
best and the three worst candidates. The first six samples are based on all permutation 
of the three best selected (combination A, see Table 2). The second six samples are 
based on the permutations of the three worst candidates (combination B, see Table 3). 
The next six samples are not differentiated, i.e. one of the six BRDF models was used 
for all objects (combination C, see Table 4). As noted previously, some combinations
of a weaker candidate with a strong candidate perform well in the total flux overlap
test, thus additional renderings were made with combinations of the latter
(combination D, see Table 5). Additional high-resolution renderings were made 
where the camera zoomed into the density-map region to examine the extent of 
visibility of anatomical features.
The density map dataset 
The binary gray matter masks were resampled to a voxel size of 2x2x2.4 mm3,
blurred using an isotropic Gaussian kernel (full width at half maximum of 8 mm) to 
generate gray matter “density maps”. The density maps represent the local
concentration of gray matter (between 0 and 1) per voxel. Each of the MRI images
was transformed into a standardized coordinate system in a two-stage process using
the ANIMAL algorithm [58]. In the first step, a linear transformation was found by
minimizing a mutual information joint entropy objective function computed on the 
gray level images [61]. A nonlinear transformation was computed in the second step 
by maximizing the correlation of the subject’s image with that of a standardized
brain. The nonlinear transformation is run up to a scale that aligns global anatomical
regions while minimally affecting local volume changes.
Rendering CThead BRDF Cortex BRDF Density maps BRDF
1 Ward Ashikhmin He-Torrance
2 Ward He-Torrance Ashikhmin
3 Ashikhmin Ward He-Torrance
4 Ashikhmin He-Torrance Ward
5 He-Torrance Ward Ashikhmin
6 He-Torrance Ashikhmin Ward
The density map was separated into four significant areas with varying iso surface
values (see Figure 10) related to genetic influence in gray matter density map
significance ranging from low importance (0.70) to high (0.85). 
Iso 0.70 0.75 0.80 0.85
Name Density map 0 Density map 1 Density map 2 Density map 3 
Image
Opacity 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6
Color Blue Green Yellow Red
Table 2, BRDF combination (A) 
Rendering 1 Rendering 2 Rendering 3
Rendering 4 Rendering 5 Rendering 6
Figure 10, Density map iso threshold separation
The CThead dataset 
The CThead [69] is not part of the genetics study; it is only used to visually place the
cortex and the density maps in the correct geometric context. The dataset was used 
with courtesy from the SoftLab Software Systems Laboratory, University of North 
Carolina. The CT cadaver head data is a 113-slice MRI data set of a CT study of a 
cadaver head. Only the iso surface of the skull (0.5) was used in our renderings.
Rendering settings 
A scene was constructed in which all objects (see Figure 11) were placed at
appropriate positions and all objects were rotated by 45 degrees (front-side view). 
Voxel sampling was set to 0.05, i.e. for every voxel 20 samples were taken. Normal
estimation was based on a cubic B-spline algorithm for the cortex and central
differences for other objects – rapid changing tangent orientations can influence light-
matter interaction therefore normal estimation is essential, see [29] for an excellent
overview of normal estimation methods. Four omni lights were added all behind the 
camera in each corner. The CThead was rendered using Direct Surface Rendering
(DSR) with an iso-surface value of 0.5 and opacity of 0.97 and assigned a specific
BRDF. Both density maps and cortex were rendered using Direct Volume Rendering
(DVR) with ramped transfer functions for both opacity and color and each was 
assigned a specific BRDF, the opacity of the cortex ranged from 0.001 to 0.2. A 
Lambertian diffuse constant of 0.2 was added to each object for geometric
attenuation. The datasets were rendered against a random colored background to 
avoid the Gelb effect. Blur was added to the background to separate the dataset from 
the background in depth. The background was rendered with a standard Phong BRDF
model where only ambient (Ka 0.2) and diffuse (Kd 0.3) illumination was used.
Because the same background was used for each rendering, it provides no methodical 
information about the illumination. Images were rendered into an image of size 
1024x1024 and resampled from floating point to RGB color space. Each pixel was 
super-sampled eight times using jittered sampling. Pre-processing (interpolation) of
datasets was done on a HP Unix k200 server. All images were rendered on a 666Mhz
Pentium-3 computer running Linux taking approximately 20 hours per image.
Figure 12, combination (A) renderings
Rendering 1 (zoomed) Rendering 2 (zoomed) Rendering 3 (zoomed)
Rendering 4 (zoomed) Rendering 5 (zoomed) Rendering 6 (zoomed)
Figure 13, combination (A) renderings, zoomed
+ +
D-map0 D-map1 D-map2
+ +
D-map3 Cortex Skull
=
Figure 11, Object setup
Figure 14, enlargement of rendering 1 
Rendering CThead BRDF Cortex BRDF Density maps BRDF
7 Cook-Torrance Schlick-Lewis Phong
8 Cook-Torrance Phong Schlick-Lewis
9 Schlick-Lewis Cook-Torrance Phong
10 Schlick-Lewis Phong Cook-Torrance
11 Phong Schlick-Lewis Cook-Torrance
12 Phong Cook-Torrance Schlick-Lewis
Rendering CThead BRDF Cortex BRDF Density maps BRDF
13 Ward Ward Ward
14 Ashikhmin Ashikhmin Ashikhmin
15 He-Torrance He-Torrance He-Torrance
16 Cook-Torrance Cook-Torrance Cook-Torrance
17 Schlick-Lewis Schlick-Lewis Schlick-Lewis
18 Phong Phong Phong
Table 3, BRDF combination (B) Table 4, BRDF combination (C) 
Rendering 7 Rendering 8 Rendering 9
Rendering 10 Rendering 11 Rendering 12
Rendering 13 Rendering 14 Rendering 15
Rendering 16 Rendering 17 Rendering 18
Figure 15, combination (B) renderings Figure 18, combination (C) renderings
Rendering 7 (zoomed) Rendering 8 (zoomed) Rendering 9 (zoomed)
Rendering 10 (zoomed) Rendering 11 (zoomed) Rendering 12 (zoomed)
Rendering 13 (zoomed) Rendering 14 (zoomed) Rendering 15 (zoomed)
Rendering 16 (zoomed) Rendering 17 (zoomed) Rendering 18 (zoomed)
Figure 16, combination (B) renderings, zoomed Figure 19, combination (C) renderings, zoomed
Figure 17, enlargement of rendering 9 Figure 20, enlargement of rendering 15 
Rendering CThead BRDF Cortex BRDF Density maps BRDF
19 Ward Schlick-Lewis Phong
20 Ward Phong Schlick-Lewis
21 Schlick-Lewis Ward Phong
22 Schlick-Lewis Phong Ward
23 Phong Ward Schlick-Lewis
24 Phong Schlick-Lewis Ward
Table 5, BRDF combination (D) 
Rendering 19 Rendering 20 Rendering 21
Rendering 22 Rendering 23 Rendering 24
Figure 21, combination (D) renderings
Rendering 19 (zoomed) Rendering 20 (zoomed) Rendering 21 (zoomed)
Rendering 22 (zoomed) Rendering 23 (zoomed) Rendering 24 (zoomed)
Figure 22, combination (D) renderings, zoomed
Discussion
We set out to investigate if combining different BRDF models would enhance 
recognition and localization of structures within MRI data. We defined four criteria 
and selected nine BRDF models. The selected models were tested in combination
with each other to analyze which combination yielded the best results in terms of
specular flux overlap. The combination of models that ranked highest in the latter test
was rendered along with the combination of models that ranked lowest. The results
indicate that if a single isotropic, not physically plausible BRDF without Fresnel
behavior is used for all objects in a scene, anatomical features are hard to recognize
(see Figure 18 and Figure 19, rendering 16 through 18). Furthermore, differentiating
simple isotropic BRDF models, that are not physically plausible and do not include 
Fresnel behavior give slightly better results, yet much detail is hidden and objects are
still hard to recognize (see Figure 15 and Figure 16). Visibility of objects dramatically
increases if a physically plausible anisotropic BRDF model is introduced that
includes Fresnel behavior, even if the other objects in the scene are simple isotropic
BRDF models (Figure 21 and Figure 22). Another important observation is that using
a single physically plausible anisotropic BRDF model with Fresnel behavior for all 
objects is not paramount; although results are enhanced, some anatomical detail is 
still hidden (see Figure 18 and Figure 19, rendering 13 through 15). The enhanced
results are a direct consequence of the physically plausible nature and Fresnel
behavior of the BRDF models, not of the anisotropic behavior since similar 
anisotropic models would still yield a low total flux overlap. For improved results the
BRDF models should not only be physically plausible, anisotropic and include 
Fresnel behavior, they should also be differentiated (see Figure 12 and Figure 13) and 
differentiation should depend on total flux overlap for the combination of BRDF
models. Another important factor in the context of visibility is the order of BRDF
models in relation to objects; if simple BRDF models are applied to outer hull objects
and inner objects contain a complex BRDF model results will likely be unsatisfactory
while reversing BRDF models will likely yield better results (notice the differences in 
Figure 21 and Figure 22). 
Beside esthetics, there are significant differences between renderings. Notice that in
some renderings all objects are visible while in other renderings hardly any object is 
visible. Observe that in Figure 12 and Figure 13, all the renderings portray all objects, 
i.e. the skull, the cortex and the density maps are clearly visible, suggesting that
differentiating reflection models is worthwhile. Which of the latter six renderings is
the most intuitive is a question of personal taste. Renderings in Figure 18 and Figure
19 shows that using an anisotropic model for all objects (renderings 13 through 15) is 
better than using an isotropic model for all objects (renderings 16 through 18), yet it
still does not show all objects; in renderings 16 through 18, nothing is particularity
visible, object reflections overlap and light-matter interaction is significantly worse.
We measured the rendering time for each visualization, the differences in
computational time for simple and complex BRDF models is only small percentage
wise: using only a computationally inexpensive BRDF model (Schlick-Lewis, timed
as 40m:20s in low resolution and 19h:23m:12s in high resolution) for all objects is 
only three percent faster than a computationally expensive BRDF model (He-
Torrance, timed as 41m:23s in low resolution and 19h:59m:33s in high resolution). 
The evaluation of the BRDF equation is reasonably trivial in computation time
compared to all other stages in our volume-rendering pipeline. 
 Refer to appendix A, Table 7 for individual BRDF model rendering times. 
Conclusion
The aim of our research is to investigate if reflection models play an essential role in
the visibility and localization of certain objects within a collection of more objects.
We investigated different aspects of individual BRDF models including anisotropic 
behavior, Fresnel behavior and physical plausibility and empirically examined BRDF
combinations by measuring total flux overlap.
We conclude: 
1. If all the BRDF models are isotropic, not physically plausible and repeatedly
used for all objects in the scene, internal structures and object locations are 
hard to detect. 
2. If one of the BRDF models is anisotropic, physically plausible and includes 
Fresnel behavior, internal structures and object locations are significantly
easier to detect.
3. To achieve dominant results, BRDF models should not only be anisotropic,
physically plausible and contain Fresnel behavior but should also be 
differentiated for each object, and differentiation should be based on total flux
overlap error. 
The results of our experiment indicate that using only simple isotropic Phong or 
Phong-alike reflection for all objects is possibly the worst combination to use; yet,
most volume renders in use today employ just that. Computational time does not 
seem to be major factor in evaluating complex differentiating BRDF models, since it 
is only a small part of the total volume visualization pipeline. 
The question is when BRDF differentiation becomes important. Differentiation is 
valuable once data is complex, however a definition of complex is hard to 
characterize. In summary, reflection models are important for the ability of humans to 
visually separate objects and differentiating reflection models is worthwhile if
anatomical feature recognition is important.
Future work
We have only taken the first steps in investigating the relationship between reflection
models and increase in object visibility. Further research should include studying the 
relationship between the more general Bi-directional Scattering Distribution Function
(BSDF) and Bi-directional Subsurface Scattering Distribution Function (BSSRDF)
and investigate if other BRDF models, especially measured BRDF models, give
improved results. One could also hypothesize if building an adaptive BRDF, i.e. a
BRDF model that adapts itself to other active BRDF models in a scene given a certain
total flux overlap threshold, would avoid flux overlap to occur in the first place.
Further research into the flux overlap definition is also warranted; currently no score 
is given to distance or geometric shape of the reflection lobe while humans may
possibly be more convinced by differentiating form and distances between lobes. 
More importantly, one can question which attribute is the most significant for humans
to decide what and where an object is located among other objects. Is it spectral
information (color) or reflection information, and in what measure? We are looking
into the possibility of setting up a controlled measurement environment in which
neurological expert subjects should determine which rendering is the most ‘intuitive’,
i.e. which combination of BRDF models is paramount in the context of localizing
specific anatomical features. A possibly interesting direction is to devise a test in
which subjects are asked to specify volume size and location of specific structures
within complex anatomy from a set of different rendered models. Parameters for each
BRDF model also play an important role, although in our research we used static 
parameters one could envision that altering (either statically or dynamically)
parameters would significantly change the outcome. Some work is currently in 
progress at the Institute for Computer, Communication and Media Technology; three
students are currently investigating the relationship between organic materials and
light-interaction, adapting photon mapping to MRI data and studying the relationships 
between NPR rendering schemes and visibility. The results of these studies should 
give further insight into the relation between light-material interaction and MRI data
interpretation.
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[6] Lafortune BRDF
Cx parameter was set to -1.0, Cy parameter -1.0, Cz parameter 0.95 and cosine 
exponent 20.0. One lobe was used. 
[7] Phong BRDF
Cosine exponent (n) was set to 10 and specular constant 0.8. 
Appendix A [8] He-Torrance BRDF
Tau/lambda in He's model was set to 10.0, sigma/lambda in He's model 1.0, index of 
refraction (real part) 1.6, index of refraction (imaginary part) -0.2 and specular
reflectivity 0.8. 
Table 6 contains all measures from the flux overlap test. Table 7 contains timings of 
each individual BRDF for an image size of 512x512 and only one object (the 
CThead).
[9] Schlick-Lewis specular BRDF
Rank Error BRDF combination
1 0.084121 Ward versus Ashikhmin
2 0.046296 Ashikhmin versus Strauss
3 0.040771 Ashikhmin versus Lafortune
4 0.038811 Ashikhmin versus He-Torrance
5 0.036682 Ward versus Strauss
6 0.032664 Ward versus Lafortune
7 0.029034 Schlick-Lewis versus Ashikhmin
8 0.027088 Poulin-Fournier versus Ashikhmin
9 0.024580 Poulin-Fournier versus Ward 
10 0.022679 Schlick-Lewis versus Ward 
11 0.019312 Cook-Torrance versus Ashikhmin
12 0.017198 Ward versus He-Torrance
13 0.014297 Cook-Torrance versus Ward 
14 0.011677 Ashikhmin versus Phong
15 0.008398 Poulin-Fournier versus Strauss
16 0.007648 Cook-Torrance versus Poulin-Fournier
17 0.007432 Poulin-Fournier versus He-Torrance
18 0.006559 Poulin-Fournier versus Lafortune
19 0.005779 Schlick-Lewis versus Poulin-Fournier
20 0.004412 Cook-Torrance versus Strauss
21 0.003778 Ward versus Phong
22 0.003719 Cook-Torrance versus Lafortune
23 0.003660 Schlick-Lewis versus Lafortune
24 0.003131 Schlick-Lewis versus Strauss
25 0.000580 Poulin-Fournier versus Phong
26 0.000275 Strauss versus Lafortune
27 0.000083 Strauss versus Phong
28 0.000066 Strauss versus He-Torrance
29 0.000003 Lafortune versus Phong
30 0.000000 Schlick-Lewis versus Phong
30 0.000000 Schlick-Lewis versus He-Torrance
30 0.000000 Schlick-Lewis versus Cook-Torrance
30 0.000000 Phong versus He-Torrance
30 0.000000 Lafortune versus He-Torrance
30 0.000000 Cook-Torrance versus Phong
30 0.000000 Cook-Torrance versus He-Torrance
Cosine exponent (n) was set to 10 and specular constant 0.8. 
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